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2 March 1964

CHRIST, David Lamar

TO: Physical Scientist/ORD

MILITARY RANK

ORGANIZATION

COMPONENT

SUB-DIVISION

PLACE OF BIRTH

20 January 1918 Tamaqua, Penna.

OTHER SPECIAL CLEARANCES HELD BY OR IN PROCESS FOR SUBJECT

TO: Chief, SCC

DATE:

It is requested that:
Special Clearance Approval
Billet Approval
be granted for the subject in the following
Special Project EP
in phases indicated at right.

Need to know has been reviewed and approved.

Justification reference BRD 444/64 attached

TO: Chief, PSD

DATE:

FOR ACTION CORAL OTHER

INDICATED. BYMAN

TO: SCC

DATE:

SUBJECT: Case No. 43822 BYEAMAN APPROVED

(Based on BYEAMAN Approval of 12 Sept. 1963 for O, ID, C, A by PSD)

Subject meets established security criteria for the Special Clearance requested.

Note attached comment.
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